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Abstract: A Boutet de Monvel type calculus is developed for boundary value problems
on (possibly) noncompact manifolds. It is based on a dass of weighted symbols and
Sobolev spaces. Ir the underlying manifold is compact, one recovers the standard calculus.
The following is proven:

(1) The algebra 9 of Green operators of order and type zero is a spectrally invariant
Frechet subalgebra of .c(H), H a suitable Hilbert space, i.e.

9 n .c(H)-l = 9- 1
•

(2) Focusing on the elements of order and type zero is no restrietion since there are
order reducing operators within the calculus.

(3) There is a necessary and sufficient criterion for the Fredholm property of boundary
value problems, based on the invertibility of symbols modulo lower order symbols,
and

(4) There is a holomorphic functional calculus for the elements of 9 in several complex
variables.

AMS Subject Classification: 58 G 20, 46 H 35, 35 S 15, 47 0 25

Key Words: Boundary value problems, noncompact manifolds, Bautet de Monvel's
calculus, Frechet algebras, spectral invariance
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Introduction

After earlier work by Vishik and Eskin (63], Boutet de Monvel's calculus (2], established
in 1971, showed a new way of treating boundary value problems by pseudodifferential
methods and in the framework of operator algebras. In particular, the parametrix con
struction within the calculus gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the Fredholm
property of boundary value problems on smooth compact manifolds generalizing the das
sical conditions of Lopatinski and Shapiro.
Functional calculus for boundary value problems on compact manifolds is a central topic
of G. Grubb's 1986 monograph (18].
The present paper deals with both Fredholm criteria and functional calculus in the context
of manifolds that may be noncompact, also with noncompact boundaries - in a situation,
where the dassical methods fai!. It offers a new approach and a solution based on operator
algebra techniques.
The dass of manifolds I am considering is described in an axiomatic way. It indudes
Eudidean space, compact manifolds and aB manifolds with finitely many cylindrical ends,
in particular the manifolds 'Eudidean at Infinity' of Choquet-Bruhat and Christodoulou
(5), those considered by Lockhart and McOwen (30], Rabinovich [35), Parenti [34), and
considerably more. For more details see [13], and [49].
Instead of a direct analysis of particular boundary problems, I am developing aversion of
Boutet de Monvel's calculus adapted to the noncompact situation. There, I am focusing
on the algebra (} of elements of order and type zero. It is a Frechet-*-subalgebra of .c(H),
where H is a Hilbert space these operators are naturally acting on. Moreover, I show that
9 is spectrally invariant: 9 n .c(H)-l = 9-1•

The importanee of spectral invariance in Frechet algebras was observed by Gramsch [14].
He introduced the notion of 'l'*-algebras: Hy definition, a 'l'*-subalgebra 0/ .c(H), H
a Hilbert spaee, is a spectrally invariant, symmetrie, continuously embedded Frechet
subalgebra with the same unit.
Establishing the W*-property is the crudal step towards a variety of interesting results.
Here, I will first show a Fredholm criterion for boundary problems on noncompact man
ifoldsj it is new even for differential problems on the half-space R+.. Based on spectral
invariance and general Fredholm thoory, the proof is much simpler than earlier concepts
that have been used e.g. in the case of dassical pseudodifferential operators, based on
variants of Gohberg's lemma.
In connection with results of Waelbroeck, the spectral invariance also yields a holomorphic
functional calculus for the elements of 9 in several complex variables.
Let us specialize for a moment to the case where the underlying manifold is compact. The
above algebra 9 then coincides with the standard Boutet de Monvel algebra constructed
from pseudodifferential symbols in the Hörmander dass S~.o. Spectral invariance and the
W*-property have been open questions also in this case.
Grubb had suggested a different method to obtain functional calculus in the compact
situation (18]. She constructed a parameter-dependent version of Boutet de Monvel's
calculus. The precise analysis of the resolvent then allowed various applications. As far
as functional calculus is concerned, however, the present resuIt not only extends those
in [18) to several complex variables; it gives a stronger version even in one variable and
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without the need to first establish a parameter-dependent calculus. Specializing further to
the algebra of elassical (pseudohomogeneous) elements, one recovers G. Grubb's theorem
for one variable and gets an extension to several. For this case, however, H.-W. Schulze
had proven spectral invariance in 1989, [52].
The W*-property gives access to results in perturbation theory, on non-abelian cohomol
ogy and Oka principle (in case the algebra is additionally submultiplicative), on analytic
Frechet submanifolds [14], [15], or for the division problem for operator-valued distribu
tions [16]. Connes and Bost have shown that the [(-theory of a \11*-algebra coincides with
that of its C*-elosure.
Spectral invariance for pseudodifferential operators was first proven by Beals in 1977, [1],
cf. [62]. Since then it has shown to hold in many interesting cases ([9], [41], [43], [44],
[45]), although it fails in slightly different situations, [67], [12].
In many algebras of pseudodifferential operators, there is a elose connection between
the facts that the algebra is spectrally invariant and that the Fredholm property can be
characterized by ellipticity in a suitable sense. This has been observed and systematically
exploited in [44] and [45]. Already in 1989, Schulze has shown how to deduce spectral
invariance in an abstract setting, provided that only elliptic operators are Fredholm [52].
Questions related to spectral invariance naturally come up in analysis. While it is already
important for the parametrix construction in the theory of boundary value problems that
the inverses of the boundary symbol operators belong to the calculus (Boutet de Monvel
[2], Grubb [18], Section 3.2, Rempel-Schulze [37], Section 3.1), the study of spectral in
variance becomes indispensable in connection with the analysis of operators on manifolds
with singularities, cf. Schulze [51], [53], [54]. The characterization of the Fredholm prop
erty and the parametrix construction require the invertibility of operator-valued symbols
on various levels within the calcullls, hence spectral invariance of algebras of operators on
the lower-dimensional skeletons of the manifold.
Compared to the Banach algebra techniques established by H.O. Cordes and his associates,
cf. [8], [10], [11], the present approach has the advantage that it yields existence and
regularity results at the same time: An elliptic operator is a Fredholm operator, and
whenever an operator in the calculus is Fredholm, there is a Fredholm inverse which is a
parametrix in the calculus. Since all these operators respect the whole scale of Sobolev
spaces, this allows conclusions on the regularity of solutions in the spirit of Weyl's lemma:
As soon as the Fredholm property is established between one fixed pair of Sobolev spaces,
the application of the parametrix will give a hold on the regularity of the solution given
the regularity of the right hand side.

Acknowledgments and Remarks. I would like to thank B. Gramsch for many valuable and
productive discussions. Thanks also go to H.O. Cordes, Berkeley, and H.-W. Schulze, Potsdam,
for their advice and encouraging support. I am very grateful to G. Grubb, Copenhagen, T.
Hirschmann, Potsdam, and M. Wodzicki, Berkeley, who I consulted on several occasions.
Essential parts of these results were presented at the conference "25 Years of Microlocal Analy
sis", Irsee, in July 1990. Except for theorem 4.1 this paper contains apart of the results of the
author's Habilitationsschrift, Mainz, Fall 1991. A coneise version was published in [46].
Meanwhile, G. Grubb has proven spectral invariance for an algebra of boundary value problems
on a different dass of manifolds (20]; in that case, however, it seems impossible to deduce
Fredholm criteria. Rabinovich [36] has obtained Fredholm criteria for boundary value problems
on certain noncompact manifolds in terms of 'limit operators'.
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1 The SG-Calculus for Pseudodifferential Operators.
SG-Manifolds.

In order to overcome the basic difficulties stemming from the non-compactness of the
underlying manifold, we are going to use symbol classes and Sobolev spaces with a very
controlled behavior near infinity. On Rn, the following concept is due to Shubin [58],
Parenti [33], and Cordes [7].

1.1 Definition. For m = (mI, m2) E R 2, sem = sem(Rn) is the space of all smooth
functions p on Rn X Rn such that for all multi-indices Q, ß

(1)

with (x) = (1 + IxI2)l/2. We will call m the order of the symbol p. The intersection
SC-co = nscm is the space of regularizing symbols.
One mayaiso introduce SC 'double' symbols: For m = (mI, m2, m3) we say that p E
scm , if it is a smooth function on Rn X Rn X Rn with

(2)

for every choice of multi-indices Ci, ß, ,.

In general, all symbols will take values in matrices. Occacionally, I will also consider the
case that E and F are Hilbert spaces, p(x, y, e) E l,(E, F) and jlDl D~D~pll'(E.F) satisfies
the estimates (2). For the sake of clarity this will always be indicated.
As usual the pseudodifferential operator Op p or p(x, D) associated with the symbol p is
defined by

[p(x,D)j](x) = [Opp]j(x) = (27r)-n JJei(x-Y){p(x,y,e)j(y)dydej

this reduces to

if p is independent of y.
Here, j is a rapidly decreasing function; :Fj(~) = !(e) = (27r)-~ Je-iXej(x)dx is its
Fourier transform, and p is called tbe symbol of Op p.

Like in the standard theory, the SC double symbols playa minor role, since for p E
sc(mt,m1 ,ma ), there is a q E sc(m 1 ,m2 +ma ) such that Op p = Op q.

1.2 Theorem. (Shubin, Parenti, Cordes) The SC-classes are closed under compositions
and adjoints: Ij p, q are SC-symbols 01 orders m and m', respectively, then Op p 0 Op q =
Op r for a symbol r of order m +m', and (Op pt = Op s, where s also has order m.
The pseudodifferential operators with regularizing symbols are precisely the integral oper
ators with rapidly decreasing kernel lunctions.
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The SG-pseudodifferential operators naturally act on weighted Sobolev spaces.

1.3 Definition. For S = (Sh S2) E R 2 let

lf E is a Hilbert space, then H8(Rn, E) denotes the vector-valued analog.

A symbol p of order m yields a bounded linear operator Op p : H8 ~ H--m for all s.

1.4 Definition. A symbol p E sem is called elliptic, if, for large lxi + 1~1, p(x,~) is
invertible and p(X,~)-l = O«(~)-ml (x)-m2

).

Ellipticity in this sense allows the construction of a parametrix modulo regularizing op
erators. Given an elliptic p E sem, there is a q E sc-m such that Op p 0 Op q - land
Op q 0 Op q - I are regularizing.
It is obvious that we will only be able to transfer these symbols to manifolds if the manifold
has a special structure near infinity.

1.5 Definition. (Schrohe [40], Erkip & Schrohe [13]) Let 0 be an n-dimensional
manifold without boundary. Call 0 SC - compatible if conditions (SGI) - (SG3) hold.

(SGl) There are finitely many coordinate charts that cover 0, say 0 = Uf;;;;10j.
(SG2) This cover has a good shrinking.
(SG3) All the changes of coordinates X satisfy ßOX(x) = O«(X)l-o).

Let X be an n-dimensional submanifold of n with boundary ax = Y, where Y is an
n - I-dimensional submanifold without boundary. Assume additionally that

(SG4) The coordinate charts Kj : flj ~ Rn map X n nj to R+., Y n Oj to ßR+., and
Oj n (O\X) to R~,

(SG5) There is a fixed Riemannian metric 9 on 0 whose tensor 9ij satisfies (in local
coordinates) the estimates ß09ij(X) = O«(x)-O),g-l(X) = 0(1).

We then eall the tuple (O,X, Y,g) an SG-manifold with boundary. The existence of a
good shrinking in (SG2) means that 0 also is the union of sets nj ~ Oj, and there is an
f > 0 such that B(x, f (x)) ~ Kj(Oj) for every x E nj.
This is a typical condition for SG-manifolds. More generally, for open subsets V, V' of
Rn we shall say that U is a conic neighorhood of U', if there is an f > 0 such that
B(x, f (x)) ~ U for every x EU'.
8(0) and S(X) denote the spaces of aH smooth functions on 0 and X, respectively, that
satisfy the estimates for rapidly decreasing functions in aU local coordinates. H8(O) is
the space of aH distributions on 0 that belang to H$(Rn) in local coordinates; H8(X) =
{ulx : u E H8(fl)}, H~(X) = {u E H8(O) : supp u ~ X}. All not ions are justified by
(SG3).
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1.6 Remark. A metric with (SG5) a.lways exists: Simply pa.tch together the metrics
induced from the Euclidean metric via the coordinate charts, using a partition of unity of
the type in Theorem 1.7(a). Here, Ijust want to fix such a metric in order to fix normal
coordinates near the boundary.
Any choice of such a metric, however, will make the manifold n asymptotically flat: the
Christoffel symbols satisfy DO'f(x) = O((x)-l-a). It does not, however, imply finiteness
of the Betti numbers. Examples for SG-manifolds include the infinite-holed torus. More
examples for SC-manifolds with boundary were given in [13].

1.7 Theorem. (Schrohe [40]) (a) Given an SG-compatible manifold n and a finite
cover {nb ... ,n J } as in (SG1), there always is a partition 0/ unity {<Pb . .. , <PJ} and a

set 0/ cut-off /unctions {tPh.'.' tPJ} such that

(ii) <PjtPj == <Pj,

(b) The symbol classes scm(R)n are invariant under changes of coordinates that satis/y
conditions (SG2) and (SG3).
Hence SG-pseudodifferential operators may be defined on 0, using a partition 0/ unity
{ <Pj} and cut-off fun cl ions {t/Jj} as in (a) and asking that the nonlocal terms be integral
operators with rapidly decreasing kernels and that the local terms be defined by an SG
symbol. More precisely: Por A : 5(0) ---+ 5(0) write

J J

A = L <pjAt/Jj +L (hA(l - tPj).
j=l j=l

The operators 4JjAtPj induce operators Aj on Rn by Ajf(x) = [4JjAt/Jj(f 0 ~j)](Kjl(X)).

We shall say that A belongs to scm(!1), if each A j has a symbol in SGm(Rn), and each
0/ the operators <pjA(1 - t/Jj) is an integral operator with a kernel density in S(!1 x !1).

1.8 Theorem. (Erkip & Schrohe [13]). I/ (0, X, Y, g) is SG-compatible, then one can
switch to normal coordinates near the boundary within the calculus: One can introduce
additional coordinate neighborhoods {!1j } covering Y such that for suitable S > 0

nj = {(y, t) : yEn j n Y, It1 < S(y) };

the changes 0/ coordinates are of the form (y, t) ~ (x(y), t) with a /unction X satisfying
(SG3) on R n-l .

The normal derivative (which is defined in a neighborhood 0/ the boundary as the generator
0/ the fiow induced by the geodesics starting at the boundary with unit inward normal speed)
then is an opemtor with a symbol in SG{l,O).
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2 The Algebra of Green Operators on SG-manifolds

2.1 (Standard Notation). Let (n, X, Y, g) be SG-compatible with boundary.
(a) By r+ denote restriction of functions or distributions on n to X; e+ denotes extension
(by zero) from X to 0, provided it makes sense.
(b) Given a pseudodifferential operator P on n, define P+ by P+ = r+ Pe+.
(c) The weighted Sobolev spaces on X are defined by restriction: H6(X) = r+ H6(fl).
(d) As in [37), let H = H' ffi H+ ffi Hö , where H' is the space of all polynomials on R,
and

with e- denoting extension by zero from R_ to R.
Let H- = Hö U H', Hd = {f E H- : f(e) = O( (e)d-l)}, d E No, Hi = Hdn H-.
We endow H+ and Hö with the Frechet topology induced from S(R.r) and S(R_), resp.;
H~ carries the trivial finite dimensional vector space topology. This makes H+, Hi and
Hd nuclear Frechet spaces.
The operators n+, n ö,n-, and Ilo are defined as the canonical projections mapping H
to H+, Hö,H-, and Ho, respectively. We have rr+ = :Fr+:F-1 ; 11ö = :Fr-:F-1 •

(e) For a sufficiently smooth function f on R+ let

"'fi! = liillt_ot a: f(t).

(f) Define n/ : H ~ C by 11' = (21r)-t'oF- 1
•

For the definition of the symbol classes let us first assume that (n, X, Y, g) = (Rn, R+, Rn-I,
Euclidean metric). Write R+ = {(x', xn ) : X n > O}. The presentation in definitions 2.2 and
2.4 follows the classical route. A new approach using operator-valued symbols on spaces
with group actions is contained in Schrohe & Schulze [50]; cf. also [54] for earlier work
in this direction and [21], [47], [48] for additional characterizations of the transmission
property and the singular Green operators.

2.2 Definition. A symbol p E SGm has the transmission property, if for every k E No,

a;nP(x', xn , e', (e') en) lxn=o E SG;~!O,k)01r Hd,f.n' (1)

Here, d = maxientier(md + 1, O}; the indices x', e', en refer to the arguments of the
functions.
For a 'double' symbol p(x, y, e) we ask that for all k, I E No

(2)

Write P E Am. Together with the Frechet topology on SGm, (1) or (2) yield a Frechet
topology for Am.
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2.3 Lemma. It is no restrictie-n' to ask that the symbol p be defined on Rn X Rn and not
only on R+ x Rn: Let p = p(x, e) E COO(R+ x Rn) be a /unetion satis/ying the estimates

for all (x, cO E R+ X Rn. Then there is an extension ß of p to Rn X Rn satisfying

/or all (x, e) E Rn X Rn. The constants Daß differ /rom the Caß only by universal/actors
independent 0/ p.

Proof. Use Seeley's extension procedure, cL [55]. There is a sequence {ak} such that (i)
L~ !akj2kn < 00 for n = 0, 1, ... , (ii) L~ ak( _2k )n = 1 for n = 0, 1, ....
Now choose 0 E COO(R) such that 0 = 1 on (-00, 1],0 = 0 on [2,00) . On {xn < O} let

For each X n the surn is finite, and ß(x,~) = 0 whenever X n < -2 (x').

2.4 Definition. (a) A function 9 E coo(Rn-l X Rn-l x R x R) is called a singular
Green symbol 0/ order m and type d, written 9 E 8 m ,d, provided

g(x',(,(() v, (()1]) E Sa;"e01rHt07fHi,7J' (1)

(b) t E coo(Rn-l x Rn-l x R) is a trace symbol of order m and type d, written t E Tm,d,
if

(
' '(' At x ,~, ~) v) E Sc:;"e01rHi,v.

(c) k E COO(Rn-l x Rn-l x R) is a potential symbol 0/ order m , written k E Km, if

(2)

k( x',- (, (() v) E SC';, ,e,01rHt. (3)

Relations (1), (2), and (3) define Frechet topologies on Bm,d, Tm,d, and Km.
In all cases, one could also use SG double symbols, Le. have g( x', y', f, (f) v, (f) 1]) E
SGm0trH"j"0trHi,7J' t(x', y',f, (f) v) E SGm®1f Hi,v' and k(x',y', f, (f) v) E SGm07f H"j".

2.5 Definition. The various symbols induce boundary symbol operators (acting in the
normal direction only) in the standard way: Let / E S(R+), cE C. For fixed x', e define

p+(x,(,Dn)f(xn) = r+p(x', X n,(, Dn)e+/; (1)

g(x',(,Dn)f(xn) = (21r)-t Jeixnenn~ng(X',(,~n,1]n)(e+fr(1]n)d~n (2)

t(x',(,Dn)f = n.'en{t(x',~)(e+fr(~n)}; (3)

[k(x',(, Dn}c] (xn) = (21r)-t JeiXnenk(x',~)den' c (4)

(5)
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The full operators are defined from the boundary symbol operators by pseudodifferential
action in the (x', f)-variables, denoted here by Op':

pseudodifferentialoperators: Op+ p = (Op p)+ = r+Op pe+ = Op' p+(x, ~', Dn ),

singular Green operators: OPG9 = Op' g( x', e', Dn ),

trace operators: 0PTt = Op' t( x', f, Dn ),

potential operators: OPK k = Op'k(x', e, Dn ).

Similarly for double symbols. The resulting spaces of operators are the same: this is
a consequence of the corresponding result for SG-pseudodifferential opertors, cf. the
remark after 1.1.

2.6 Lemma. Let m E R 2 . Instead 01 the symbols one can also use the notion 01 symbol
kerne/s, cf. [18]. We have the following equivalent charaeterizations
(a) 9 E Bm,O iff for all f E S(R+)

[g(x', (, Dn)!l(xn) = [0 g(x', (, xn,Yn)J(Yn)dYn

with a function 9 E coo(Rn-l x Rn-l x R+ x R+) satisfying the estimates

11
k rDk' Dr' DO Dß -( , t' )11 - 0(( ,)m~-Iß1(t,)ml+1-lol-k+k'-r+T') (1)

XnYn Zn IIn e' r,g X ,'-. , x n , Yo L2(R+ xR+) - x '-.

for all multi-indices 0', ß and all k, k', r, r' E No.
(b) t E Tm,O, iff for all f E S(R+)

t(x',(, Dn)f = f' i(x', (, Yn)J(Yn)dYn

with a function l E COO(Rn-l X Rn-l X R+) satisfying the estimates

for all multi-indices 0', ß and all r, r' E N.
(c) kEKm iffforallcE C

k(x', (, Dn)c = 10
00

k(x', (, xn)dxn C

with a function k E coo(Rn-l X Rn-l X R+) satisfying the estimates (2).

All these estimates are immediate from the definitions in 2.4 in connection with the fact
that Pkkl(f) = Ilx~D;~fIIL~ is a defining semi-norm system for the topology of S(R+).

2.7 Theorem. Let mE R2,p E Am. Then

Op +p : S(X) ---+ S(X)

is continuous. In particular, for all (x', f) E Rn-l X R 0-1 ,

is continuous. The symbol topology is stronger than the operator topology.
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Proof: Step 1. Choose~, t/J E Cr(R), equal to 1 in a neighborhood of zero, ~t/J = t/J.
Write

Clearly, the first and the third term on the right hand side have the desired mapping
property. Let us analyze the second.

Step 2. We start with a Taylor expansion for p :

M-l j

p(x,e) = E ~7a;;nP(x',O,~) + X~PM(X,~).
j=O J.

Since pE Am we have (x')Ja~nP(x',O,~) = di(x',~) + ej(x',~) with a differential symbol
dj with coefficients in sam-(k,O)(y), and

(2)

Step 3. Consider first Op + [~(xn / (x') ) (x n / (x') )i di (x', ~)] . Since 4>(t )ti has compact sup
port, this is a differential SC operator and clearly maps S(X) to S(X).

Step 4. In order to treat the operators involving ej, (2) allows us to confine ourselves to
the case

ej(x',~) = c(x', nh( (~:))

with c(x', ~') E SCm(y) and h E Ho. Since S(X) = S(Rn-l )01fS(R.r), we even may
restriet the attention to the operator Op +h(~) and show that, given v E S(X), for all
a,ß,k

Ir+n;.n;,(x')ß ff e'''''{'+;''n(e')Vh(v)v((, (()v) (() dv d{'1 (3)

= Iff e'''''{'+''''n(e')vnt ([W)v]k("h(v)n~[v(e, (nv) (n]} dv dei

is finite. We do not have to worry about powers of x n , since we will eventually multiply
with 4>(xn / (x')).
In order to estimate (3), first note that Dff,v(f, (f)v) is a linear combination of terms of
the form

(De,D~v)(e, (e)v)v~eßI~(e)

with 1,1 + Jl ::; lßI, eßI~ E SCfJ (Rn-I), and universal coefficients.
Let us show that all H+ -semi-norms for n+{...} in (3) can be estimated by an arbi
trarily negative power of (f). Since H is an algebra with continuous muItiplication, and
n+ : H -+ H+ is continuous, it suffices to show the corresponding estimate for the H
semi-norms of (De,D~v)(e',(~')v). Now, an H -semi-norm for (Dl,D~v)(~/, (~/)v) differs
from the corresponding semi-norm for (Dl,D~v)(f, v) by apower of (f), the exponent
depending only on the semi-nonn. Since De,D~v decays arbitrarily fast with respect to
f, so do all its H-semi-norms.
Therefore the inner integral in (3) furnishes (:F;-:xn n+{...}) (x n (f)) , which is O( (e') -N)
for arbitrary N. Altogether expression (3) is finite; the bound depends only on the semi
norms for h in Ho and for v in S(X).
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Step 5. It remains to analyze

Now x~ maps e+S(X) to H(k,O)(Rn) continuously, and 4>( f;l))~nPM E SG(m l - i ,m2 -M)(Rn).

Therefore, the operator in (4) yields a continuous map from S(X) to H(M,M)-m(R+).
Since M could be chosen arbitrarily, the proof is complete.

2.8 Theorem. Let m E R2,d E No,k E K,m,t E Tm,d,g E ßm,d. Then the following

mappings are continuous.

(a) Op GY : S(X) -+ S(X); g(x', (', D n ) : S(R+) -+ S(R+), x', e' E Rn-l fixed,
(b) Op Kk: S(Y) -+ S(X)j k(x',e, D n ) : C -+ S(R+), x',e' E Rn-l fixed,
(c) OpTt: S(X) -+ S(Y); t(x',e',Dn ): S(R+) -+ C, x',f E Rn-l fixed.
In all cases, the symbol topology is stronger than the operator topoloyy.

Proof. Let us first show (b). For f E S(Y),

(OpKk) f(x) = (21r)? Jeir'e'k(x',(,Xn)j(()d(,

where k is the symbol kernel for k. The semi-norm system {Paßrr l : a, ß E N~-l, r, r' E
No} given by

Poßrr,(f) = SUPr' Ilx~D:~(x')O D~,fIIL2(R+)

is defining for the topology of S(X). Using integration by parts, estimating Poßrr' (Op K kf)
reduces to applying the estimates in 2.6 for k and the S(Y)-estimates for j.
(c) First decompose t = t o + td, where to E ym,o and td(X', e, v) = L1:~ aj(x', e),j with
aj E SCm-U,O)(Rn-l). The existence of this decomposition is a consequence of 2.4(2) and
the definition of Hi. Op Ttd : S(X) -+ S(Y) certainly is continuous. Using the symbol
kernello write

[Opc90]f(x) = J100

eix'e'90(X', (,xn,Yn)(:F'y'_e!)((,Yn)dYn d(

with the symbol kernel 90 of 90 is similar as before.

With Cauchy-Schwarz' estimate for the interior integral we are again reduced to applying
the symbol kernel estimates for lo and the S(X)-estimates for v.
The proof of (a) now is a combination of the methods in (b) and (c): Fi rst wri te 9 = 90+9d
with go E Bm,O and Yd(X',e,V,TJ) = Lkj(x',e',v).,.,i,kj E K,m-(j,O) Then Opa9d =
Op Kki 0 (-i)j'i : S(X) -+ S(X) is clearly continuous in view of (b), while the analysis
of

2.9 Definition. A Green operator 01 order m and type d is a matrix A of operators

A = [ Op+p + Opc9 OPK k ]. S(RJ t '
0PTt Ops S(Rn-l )nJ

S(R+)n2

---+ ES
S(Rn-l )n4

(1)
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where p E Am,g E Bm-(l,O),d,k E x:m-(l,O),t E Tm,d,S E scm(Rn-l). Write A E gm,d.
The boundary symbol operator associated with A is the operator

For fixed (x', ~'), a{x', ~', Dn ) still is an xn-dependent operator. The entries are assumed to
be matrix-valued with the obvious sizes, i.e. p and gare n2 X nl-matrices, k is n2 X n3, t is
n4 X nt, and s is n4 x n3. Inorder to save notation, call this an (n2, n4) X (n 1, n3)-matrix.

2.10 Theorem. (a) The regularizing Green operators 01 type zero ( those in nmgm,O) are
preeise!y the integral operators with rapidly deereasing kerne! functions over the respeetive
spaees: A regularizing singular Green operator 01 type zero has a kernel in S(X x X), a
regularizing traee operator 01 type zero has a kerne! in S(Y x X), a regularizing potential
operator a kernet in S(X x Y), and finally a regularizing pseudodifferential operator on
the boundary has a kernel in S(Y x V); as before X = R+., Y = Rn-t.
In partieular: !f G is a regularizing singular Green operator 01 type zero, then there is a
regularizing pseudodifferential operator P sueh that G = P+.
(b) A regularizing singular Green operator G 01 type dEN has the lorm

d-l

G = L Kj"Yj + Go,
j=O

where the !(j are regularizing potential operators, Go is a regularizing singular Green
operator of type zero, and ,j is the traee operator in 2.1.
A regularizing trace operator T 0/ type d can be written

d-l

T = L: Sj/j +To
j=O

with regularizing pseudodifferential operators Sj on Y and a regularizing trace operator To
01 type zero.
(c) Let ifJ E Cg::> (R), ifJ - 1 near zero, and let G, T,!( be singular Green, potential
and trace operators of order m and type d. By ~ denote for the moment the operator
01 multiplication by the funclion 1 - ifJ( x n / (x')). Then cI>!( is a regularizing potential
operator, G~ and Tcfl are regularizing singular Green und trace operators, respeciively, 01
type zero, and cI>G is a regularizing singular Green operator 0/ type d.

Proof. (a) This is a consequence of the symbol kernel estimates in 2.6 in connection with
the fact that the regularizing SC pseudodifferential operators on Rn-l are predsely the
integral operators with kernel functions in S(Rn-l X Rn-I), cf. Theorem 1.2.
(b) For the symbols 9 and t of G and T, resp., write 9 = 9d + 90, t = td + to, where
go, to are regularizing of type zero, and 9d(x', e', v, 1]) = L1:~ kj ( x', e', v)1]j, td(x',~', v) =
L1:~ a;(x', f)v i , with kj E K-oo, aj E SC-OO(Rn-l)j this is possible by Definition 2.4.
Now (a) yields the assertion.

(c) Write 1 - <jJ(xn/(x')) = [[1- <jJ{xn/(x'))] (xn/(x,))-N] (xn/(x,))N ,N E N. If K has

the symbol k E Km, then (x n / (x,))N !( has the symbol (x') -N Dt. k E Km-(N,N). Since
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(1 - 4>)(t)t-N E Cb'(R), (80) shows the assertion. The argument for trace and singular
Green operators is similar. Note that if the multiplication is from the right and N is
sufficiently large, then the evaluations /i (x;; f) yield zero, hence only the type zero parts
of the symbols will contribute.

2.11 Theorem. Let A E gm,d, A' E gm',d' with matrix sizes so that the composition
makes sense. Then AA' E gm",d", where 111." = m + m', and d" = max{m' + d, d'}. If
m :S °and d = 0, then the adjoint A * of A also belongs to gm,O.

For the various compositions 0/ operators, the classical asymptotic expansion formulas
(cf. sections 2.6, 2.7 in [18]) hold with respeet to the SG-calculus.
In particular, go,o is a *-algebra, i/ the matrix size is (n 1, n2) X (n b n2) .

Proof. Clearly, the analysis has to take into account the beh8ovior of the x-derivatives
and therefore is somewhat more subtle th80n in the standard case. The modifications that
have to be made, however, are essentially the same for 8011 13 compositions involved. For
this reason I will give the details for one of these compositions and refer to the detailed
analysis in [44] for the others.
Claim. Let pE Am,k E Km'-(l,O). Then for fixed x',f, the operator (with respect to the
xn-variable)

k'(x', (, Dn ) = p+(x, (, Dn ) On k(x', (, Dn )

is an operator with a potential symbol k'(x',~) and

Here On denotes composition with respect to the action in the xn-variable.
Proof of the claim. Write

with PM(X,~) = const.J~a~p(x',1"Xn,~)(l-1")M-ldi, so that for large M

(1)

For v E S(Y),

p+(x,(,Dn ) On k(x',(,Dn)v(x)

- r +Jeor.e. L x~;a:.p(X', 0, Ok(x', ~) + x.M PM(X, Ok(x', m.vd~n '
i<M J.

= L J~I :Fe-:'~Xn II+{ (-D{n)i {~nP(X',0, ~)k(x',~)}} . V + r+ Jeixn{naM(x, ~)d'n . V

i<M .

with aM(x,~) = (-D{n)M{PM(X,~)k(x',~)}. We h80ve used that r+:F-1 = :F-1II+. The
terms under the summation give the right start of the asymptotic expansion in the
claim. In order to justify the expansion we will show that the operator Op KaM: v 1-+

Jeix'e' Jeixn{naM(x, ~)denv(e')df (80 slight modifieation of the standard definition to xn
dependent symbols) eao be written as an integral operator with an integral kernel that
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(2)

will satisfy any fixed number of the estimates required for a function in S(X x Y), provided
M is sufficiently large.
Choose a function 'P E Co(R), 'P - 1 near zero. Write

(
Xn ) X n (

PM(X,~) = 'P (x') PM(X,~) +(1 - 'P( (x') ))PM x, ~).

Now let

bM(x,O = cp( (:7))( -Den)M (PM(X, ~)k(x', m·
The H+-estimates for k imply that

IID(,D~.~~Denk(x',f, ~n)IIL~n = 0 (x,)m;-lfJl (~r;-lol+!+j-T)

for j ::; r; the estimate II/l1aup ::; 11 111 DJ 118t /II L ;,j, valid for functions in H t (R), implies that

IDe,D~/~~Denk(x',~',en)1= 0 ((x/)m;-IßI (f)m~-Ial+j-r). (3)

Applying Leibniz' rule to (2), and noting that 'P(xn / (x') )DenPM E SGm-(r,M), we con
clude from (3) that any fixed S-semi-norm for bM will be bounded provided M is large.
Therefore Op KbM is an integral operator whose kernel functions will satisfy any fixed
S(X x Y) semi-norm for large M. In order to analyze CM = aM - bM , we first observe
that for arbitrary fixed L ~ 0

independent of x = (x', xn ). Then

r+ JeixnenCM(X, ~)den

(x') -L {(I - cp)( (:7))( (:7l L
} (Xn )-2K

. (21r)- t Jeirnen (1 - ßen)K(- Den )L+M {PM (x, ~)k(x',~)}den .

The last integral converges and is bounded, independent of x, whenever M is large. The
same argument applies to derivatives. The corresponding kernel function for Op KCM will
then also satisfy any fixed estimate for a rapidly decreasing function on X x Y. This
concludes the proof of the claim.

2.12 Theorem. Let A E gm.d be an (n2' n4) x (nI, n3)-matrix. Then

H~(Rn )n 1 H,,-m(Rn )n2

A = [ P+ ; G ~]: EI?+ ---+ EI? +
H,I-(t,o)(Rn-t )n3 H,,-m-(t.O)(Rn-l )n4 .

is bounded, provided 81 > d - ~. If d = 0, then we may extend the result to the case
81 < -~ by using H~(R~) on the left hand side and replacing H,I-m(R~) on the right
hand side by H~-m(Rn-l) whenever 81 - ffil < -t.
The topologies on the symbol spaces are stronger than the corresponding topologies 01
bounded operators.
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For the proof of Theorem 2.12 we need the following lemma.; it is essentially well~known,

cf. [19], [37].

2.13 Lemma. Let X E S(R) be a function with supp.r-1X C R_. For k E Z, pER,
and a ::> 0 define

,\k(~,Il) = (X(a(:~Il))(e'll) -i~nr
Then, for sufficiently large a,

and Ak(Jl) := Op +Ak(p) : Ha(R+.) -+ Ha-(k.O)(R+.) is an isomorphism for all 8 E R 2 with
81 > -! and large Ipl. In general a and J-l will not be mentioned.
Due to its partieular form, Ak(Jl) is independent 0/ the choice 0/ the extension H"(R~..) -+

H$(R"). By defining Ak(Jl)+ with the help an arbitrary extension, we obtain an operator
which (i) agrees wilh the preceding one for SI > -!' and (ii) furnishes an isomorphism
for all s E R 2

•

Proof of Theorem 2.12. Let us consider the various entries of A separately, starting with
the potential operator ](.

Step 1.

(1)

is bounded: By interpolation we mayassume 81 - ml E Z. K in (1) is bounded, if and
only if

K ' := (X)$2- m 2A"t-m l]( (D')-$1+ 1 (X')-$2 : H(t.o)(Rn- l ) -+ HO(R~)

is bounded. K' is a potential operator; it has a symbol k'(x' ,e) E /Co which we may
convert into a symbol k(y', ~). Applying 2.4(3),

with {Aj} E {I, {dj } a null sequence in SC;O, and {hj } a null sequence in H+. Hence

Now the assertion follows from the facts that Op 'dj : H(~·o)(Rn-l) -+ H(!·O)(R"-l) is

bounded and that Op Kh j ( f0) : H(~,O)(Rn-l) -+ HO(R+.) is bounded. The latter is a
consequence of the identity

Step 2. Ir T is a trace operator with a symbol in Tm,d and SI > d - ~, then

(2)
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is bounded: We decompose the symbol t of T : t = t o+ td, where t o E Tm,O and Op td =
'L1:~ PrYj with Pj E SGm-U,O)(Rn-1). With an argument like that before, it is easily seen
that Op Tto has the mapping property (2) even without the restriction SI > d - !. For
Op Ttd we obtain the assertion from the standard trace theorem and the properties of the
SG- operators.

Step 3. Let G be a singular Green operator with a symbol 9 in Bm-(l,O),d. We have to
show the continuity of

G : H6(R~) --t H~-m(R~)

for SI > d - ~. According to 2.4(1) we may write

00

g(x', f, 11, i) = E Ajkj(x', f, lI)tAf, i)
j=O

(3)

with {Aj} E [l, kj a null sequence in Km-(l,O), and tj a null sequence in TO,d. Letting
T j = OPTtj, K j = Op Kkj , G= 'L1=0 AjKjTj . The assertion follows from the continuity
of Tj : H6(Ri-) --t H6-(t,O)(Rn-1) and K j : H6-(~,0)(Rn-l) --t H6-m(Ri-).

Step 4. Suppose P is a pseudodifferential operator in Op Am. Let us show the boundedness
of

(4)

Extension by zero e+ is defined for 81 > -ti it is continuous for -t < S1 < !. Restriction
H"(Rn) --t H6(R+.) is bounded for all 8. So there is nothing to show for -t < S1 < !.
Using interpolation we mayassurne that 81 E N. Clearly, P+ has property (4) if and only
if

p~ = P+A -61 (x) -62 : F'(R~) --t H6-m (R~)

is bounded. From the calculus we know that P+A-~1 (x) -"2 = R + G with R a pseu
dodifferential operator of order m - 8 and G a singular Green operator with a symbol in
Bm-6-(1,0),0. In view of step 3 this yields the assertion.

For the case of 81 < -! and the H~ Sobolev spaces one works with another reduction of

the order, namely that given by Op +Xk
which is an isomorphism H~(R+.) --t H~-k(R+.).

We can now start to define Green operators on an arbitrary SG-manifold (0, X, Y,g).

2.14 Definition.
(a) Call a vector bundle over 0 an SG-(vector) bundle, if it is trivialover the coordinate
charts Oj and the transition matrices (aij) satisfy the estimates

SG-bundles Dver X are simply the restrictions of SG- bundles over O.
(b) It is straightforward to introduce rapidly decreasing sections into a bundle E and
weighted Sobolev spaces of distribution sections. The notation is S(O, E), S(X, E), and
H"(D.,E),H6(X,E),s E R 2, respectively. Identify HO(.) and L2 (.).

(c) If <p is a C"'-funetion on n, then simply write <pA for [t <p~y] A.
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2.15 Coordinate Charts. Hy 1.8 there is a conic neighborhood of the boundary
Y with normal coordinates. Given any coordinate neighborhood, we mayassume that
either it does not intersect a conic neighborhood of Y or else it is one of those with normal
coordinates.
In order to fix the notation, suppose that the above neighborhood of Y is the set Y1

defined as the union of the sets {(y, t) : y E nj n Y,ltl < (y)},j = 1, ... , J. Call these
coordinate neighborhoods boundary charts. Furthermore suppose that the charts for the
interior ("interior charts") do not intersect the sets {(y,t): y E njny, !tl < ~ (y)}, where
(y) is to be understood as a suitable globalization of the corresponding local notion. For
convenience we will assume that also the homeomorphic images of the charts in Euclidean
space have these properties. Choose the enumeration so that the boundary charts are
0 1 , ••• ,nje for some 1 ~ jo ~ J.
Now choose a partition of unity {<PI'" <PJ} and cut-off functions {tPl'" tPJ} with the
properties (i) - (iii) in 1.7.

2.16 Definition. Let EI, E'J, and F1 , F'J be SG-bundles over X and Y, respectively. A
Green operator 0/ order m and type d is a matrix of operators

A
_ [ P+ +G !(]. S(X, Ed
- T S· EI;) --+

S(Y, F1)

with the following properties

(i) P is a pseudodifferential operator of order m on D, P+ = r+ Pe+,

(ii) S is a pseudodifferential operator of order m on Y,

(iii) writing G = L:~~I <PjGt/lj + L:~~1 <pjG(l - t/lj) + (1 - L~~1 4>j)G =: Li~I Gj +
L:~~1 Rj + R'

- each G j is - in loeal eoordinates - a singular Green operator of order m - (1 , 0)
and type d,

- each Rj is an integral operator with a kernel density in S(X x X), and

- R' can be written R' = L:1~J KI''Yl +R"; K 1 and R' are integral operators with
rapidly decreasing kernel densities on X x Y and X xX, respectively.

(iv) W~iting K = L~~1 cPj!( 1/lj + L~~1 rPjK(1 - t/lj) + (1 - L~~1 rPj)K =: L~~1 !(j +
Li~1 Lj +L'

- each !(j is - in local coordinates - a potential operator of order m - (1,0) and
type zero,

- L j and L' are integral operators with kernel densities in S(X x Y)

(v) Writing T = L:~~1 rPjT1/;j + L~~l <pjT(l - Tj;j) + (1 - L:~~1 cPj)T =: L~~1 Tj +
L~~1 Qj + Q'
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- each Tj is - in Iocal coordinates - a trace operator of order m and type d,

- each of the operators Qj, Q' can be written Lt~J Sr'YI with SI E SG-OO(Y).

2.17 Theorem. The above definitions are invariant under changes 0/ coordinates sat
isJying (SG3) and (SG4). The R~ results 0/2.11, 2.12 extend to general SG-maniJolds
and bundles with one restrietion: The boundary symbol operators are only defined in the
above neighborhood 0/ Y with normal coordinates.

2.18 Definition. Let A E gm,d,d:::; max{mI,O}.
(a) A parametrix to A is an operator B E g-m,d', d' ::; max{ -mI, O}, such that AB - I
and BA - I are both regularizing.
(b) CaU A elliptic 0/ order m, if the following holds:

(i) The pseudodifferential operator P is elliptic on X, i.e. in all local coordinates

(1)

for large lxI + lei, x E X.

(ii) Near the boundary, the boundary symbol operator of A is locally invertible by
boundary symbols of order -m and type d' ::; max{ -mI, O}. This means the fol
lowing. In addition to the functions 4>,., 1/Ji of 2.15 choose functions Bi supported in
ni , satisfying D~Bj(x) = O((x)-O) and OjtPj = tPj. Denote the boundary symbol of
1/Jj AOj by aj. Then ask that there are boundary symbol operators bj with

(2)

are regularizing boundary symbols. Here the composition is with respect to the
action in the normal direction. In view of the composition rules, the types of the
91j are::; max{ -mI, O}; those of the g2j are::; max{mI, O}.

It would have been equivalent to ask that the orders of the operators glj and 92j be
(-f, -€) for some f > O.

2.19 Theorem. Let A E gm,d, d ::; max{mI, O}.
(a) There is a parametrix B to A iJ and only iJ A is elliptic.
(b) For SI> d - ~, ellipticity 0/ A implies the Fredholm property 0J

Proof. (a) A parametrix construction just like in the standard case - cf. [37], [18] - shows
that ellipticity is sufficient for the existence of a parametrix. Vice versa, suppose we have
found a parametrix B E g-m,d',d' = max{ -mb O}. Then 1/Jj AOj B1>j - 1>j and </>jB1/JjAOj
are regularizing for the functions 1>j,1/Jj, and Bj of 2.18. Let aj and bj denote boundary
symbols for 1/Jj AOj and Bj B"pj, respectively. Then the composition rules imply that
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are of order (-1, -1).
It is not so straightforward to check the estimates for the pseudodifferential part. Write
p, q for (arbitrary) symbols for the pseudodifferential part of A and B. Using the partition
of unity and cut-off functions, we mayassume that X = R+. The pseudodifferential parts
of AB - I aod BA - I can be taken to be zero. 00 the other hand, this pseudodifferential
part equals pq-1 and qp-l, respectively, modulo sa symbols of order (-1, -1). Applying
Theorem 3.19, below, we see that for (x,e) E X x Rn with lxi + lellarge, Ip(x,e)q(x,()
11 < ~ and 1q(x, ()p( x, () - 11 < ~. This shows that p( x, e) is invertible with bounded
Inverse.
(b) This is immediate from the fact that regularizing operators map into S(X, Ej ) EB
S(Y, Fj),j = 1,2, which is compact in H6(X, Ed EB H6-(t,O)(y, F2 ) and H6-m(x, E2 ) EB
H-,-m-(t,O)(Y,2 F), respectively.

2.20 Remark. In the half-space case, the boundary symbol operators are globally
defined. It turns out that then the existence of a parametrix B to A is equivalent to the
existence of a boundary symbol operator b that inverts the boundary symboloperator"a
of A modulo regularizing singular Green boundary symbol operators 91,92, Le.

and
b(x',e', Dn ) 0 a(x',e', Dn ) - 1 = 92(X',e', Dn )

are regularizing boundary symbol operators.
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3 Spectral Invariance

Denote by 9 = go,o the algebra of Green operators of order and type zero. By 2.12 and
2.17, 9 ~ .c(H) for a natural HiIbert space H. It is the aim of this section to show

3.1 Theorem. 9 is a unital, symmetrie continuous/y embedded Freehet subalgebra 0/
.c( H) with the speetral invarianee property:

9 n .c(H)-1 = 9-1
•

In other words, 9 is a \II* -subalgebra 0/ l.(H) in the sense 0/ Gramseh [14].

Again, we shall consider first the case of the half-space X = R+ with boundary ax =
Y = R n-l; the manifold case will be an easy consequence.
Suppose that the operators in gare of matrix size (nI, n2) X (nI, n2)' They define bounded
maps on the Hilbert space

Clearly, the actual choice of nl and n2 does not matter, so assume that nl = n2 = 1. It is
our first goal to give 9 a Fn~chet topology. We need some preparations.

3.2 Lemma. 9 is symmetrie with respeet to the inner produet in H.

Proof. For P E OpAo, we have (P+)* = (P*)+, and the L 2 (Rn)-adjoint P* belongs to
OpAo.
Ir G is a singular Green operator with symbol kernel g(x', y', e, xn,Yn), then C* has the
symbol kerneI9(y',x',~',Yn,xn).By 2.6, C* E ÜPCB(-I,O),O.

Ir T is a trace operator in Op TTo,o with th~symbol kernell(x', y',~, Yn), then the operator
L with the symbol kernel i(x', y', C', xn ) = l(y', x', C', xn ) belongs to Op KJCo and satisfies

Letting L' = L (D') -1 E Op KJC(-I,O), we obtain the adjoint with respect to the duality in
H.
Similarly for potential operators: If K E Op KK(-l,O) has the symbol kernel k(x', y', C', xn ),

then its adjoint R with respect !.-O the corresponding L2 inner products is given by the

symbol kernel r(x', y', e, Yn) = k(y', x', ~', Yn), so its adjoint with respect to the inner
product in H is (D') R E OprTo,o.
Finally the H(-~,O)-adjoint of S is S* = (D') S' (D,)-l with the L 2 -adjoint S', and
S* E OpSGJ(Rn-I).

3.3 Proposition. (a) For a E AO, the mapping a 1-+ Op a E L:(L2 (Rn)) is injective. Let
a be a right inverse. Then
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defines a continuous multiplication.
(b) For 9 E 8(-1,0),0, the mapping 9 ~ OpCg E L:(L'l(R~)) is injective. Let O'G be a right
inverse. Then the following mappings are continuous:
ml: AO X 8(-1,0),0 -+ 8(-1,0),0; ffil(P,g) = O"G(Op+pOpag)
m'l : 8(-1,0),0 x AO -+ 8(-1,0),0; m2(g, p) = O'c(Op c9 Op +p)
ffi3: 8(-1,0),0 X 8(-1,0),0 -+ 8(-1,0),0; m3(9, h) = O'c(Op c9 Op ch)
m4 : AOx AO -+ 8(-1,0),0; m4(p, q) = O'c(L(Op p, Op q))

PfOOf. (a) The symbol of a pseudodifferential operator is uniquely determined, cf. [27),
chapter 2. The continuity of the multiplication follows from the fact that AO is a Frechet
space and separate continuity.
(b) 0pc9 = Op'9(X',~', Dn ) may be considered as a pseudodifferential operator with an
operator-valued symbol, and Op G9 = 0 iff g(x', ~', Dn ) = 0 iff 9 = o. For details see
Remark 3.11.
Since AO and 8(-1,0),0 are Frechet spaces, the continuity of ml through m4 is implied
by separate continuity. This in turn follows from the fact that the symbol topology is
stronger than the operator topology.

3.4 Corollary. By defining

we can make AO x 8(-1,0),0 a Frechet algebra with a continuous associative multiplication.

The following lemma is simple.

3.5 Lemma. Let A be a Frechet algebra with a closed two-sided ideal j. Then AI j also
is a Frechet algebra.

We reach the first goal:

3.6 Proposition. 9 is asymmetrie unital Frechet subalgebra 01 L:(H) with a stronger
topology.

Proof. 9 is symmetrie by 3.2. In order to see that it is a Frechet algebra let us confine
ourselves to the case where n2 = O. Then 9 is canonically isomorphie to AO x 8(-1,0),01:r,

where AO x 8(-1,0),0 carries the muItiplication introduced in 3.4, and

:J = {(p,q): Op+p+ 0pag = O}.

Since :J is a closed two-sided ideal we obtain the assertion from 3.4 and 3.5.

The rather delicate problem now is to establish the spectral invariance. First note the
corresponding result for SG-manifolds without boundary.

3.7 Theorem. (Schrohe [41]) Let n be SG-compatible without boundary. The algebra
0/ pseudodifferential operators with symbols in SCO(n) is a \I1 *-subalgebra 0/ L(H6(f2))
for every s E R.
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The lemma, below shows that it suffices to consider a neighborhood of the identity:

3.8 Lemma. cf. [14], 5.7. Let (C, 11· 11) be a unital C *.algebra, and let A be asymmetrie
subalgebra with the same unit e. If there is an { > 0 such that

(e - X)-1 E A for all x E A with Ilxll < {,

then A is spectrally invariant in C.

(1)

Proof. A is dense in its C*-elosure B := C*(A). Suppose a E A is invertible with inverse
b. Then bEB. Choose a sequence {bj } in A with bj -+ b. Then Cj = e - abj tends to
zero in B. Thus {e - Cj)-1 E A for sufficiently large j by (1), and a-1 E A.

3.9 Lemma. It is sujJicient to show that there is an { > 0 such that I - (P+ + G) lS

invertible within the calculus /or all P+ +G in a neighborhood 0/ zero in .c(L2(X)).

Proof. Write a matrix A E g as A = [911 912]. Assuming that 911 is invertible,
921 922

For 911 and 922 elose to the identity land 912,921 elose to zero in the corresponding
operator norms, Theorem 3.7 shows that A is invertible within the calculus whenever this
is true for 911.

3.10 The Problem. We have therefore reduced the proof of 3.1 to showing the spectral
invariance of the algebra

in .c(L2(X))j in view of Lemma 3.8 it is even sufficient to show that (I + Op +p +
OpC9)-1 = 1+ Op+p+ Opay for suitable p E AO,y E B(-l,O),O whenever IIOp+p+

Op G9I1c(L2(x)) is small.
We can even simplify somewhat more. Suppose that both P = Op +P and G = Op G9 are
small in .c(L2 (X)). The identity

I + P + G = (I + P) (I + (I + P) -1 G)

then shows that we may consider the invertibility of the singular Green and the pseudod
ifferential part separately. It will turn out that this assumption is justifiedj this is why I
shall start with an analysis of the singular Green operators.

3.11 Remark. (a) The estimates in 2.6(1) imply that for 9 E Bm,O

(x', f) ~ 9(X' , f, Dn ) E SCm +(1,0)(Rn
-

1
, .c(L2 (R+))).
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In fact,

I1 De' D~, g(x', e', Dn ) 11 C(L~ (14)) ::; 11 De' D~, g(x', e', Dn ) 11 H S(L~ (ß.+))

li
D" Dß - (x' t' x ) 11 < c (t,)m 1+1-10'1 (x,)m~-IßI.

- {' x' 9 '''' n, Yn L~ (ß.+ xR+) - "ß "

Here, HS indicates the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, and 9 denotes the symbol kernel of g.
(b) As an operator-valued symbol, g(x',e, Dn ) is uniquely determined: Ir 9 E 8-(1,0),0

and Op 09 = 0 then g(x', e, Dn ) = 0 for all x', e. This follows from the well-known corre
sponding result for the scalar-valued case, cf. Kumano-go [27], Chapter 2, Proposition 1.2:
Simply choose I}, 12 E S (Rn-I), VI, V2 E E = L2(R+)j then IjVj E S (Rn-I, E), j = 1,2,
and 0 = (Opa9(/I Vd ,J.2V2)L~(Rn-l,E) = (Op' (9(X',e,Dn)Vl,V2)EfI,f2)L~(Rn-l).
(c) Consequently, the symbol of a singular Green operator is uniquely determined. Ir
g(x', e, Dn ) = 0 for all x', e, then the symbol kernel 9 (x', e', xn , Yn) vanishes everywhere,
and so does 9(X',e,en,7]n) = :Fxn-enFtln-'1n9(X',e',xn,Yn). .

An important observation is the following

3.12 Theorem. Let a E SCO (Rn, .c(E)), E a Hilbert spaceJ and let A = Op a :
L2 (Rn, E) --+ L2 (Rn, E). Given e > 0 there is a compact set !( = K(e) C Rn X Rn such
that

Ila(x, ~)IIC(E) :::; (1 + e) IIAIIL:(L~(Rn,E))

tor all (x, e) t/. K.

Proof. The praof uses techniques developed by Hörmander for a similar question in the
scalar-valued case. He showed the following [26], Theorem 3.3: If p E S~,5 (Rn X Rn),
p > 8, is a pseudodifferential symbol with support in a set C X Rn with C ~ Rn bounded,
then

!im sup sup jp(x, ~)I ::; UOp pHC(L~(Rn)).
e-oo x

Here, I will show that

and

limsup sup Ila(x,~)lIc(E) < IJAII,
(-oo x

(1)

limsup sup lla(x,e)IIL:(E) :::; IIAII. (2)
x-oo e

Together (1) and (2) imply the assertion. In order to see (1), let a = lim sUPe_oo SUPx lIa(x, e)IIC(E).
Choose a sequence {(XV, eV) : v = 1,2, ...} with ev --+ 00 and Ila (XV, eV)11 C(E) --+ a, a se-
quence {ev} ~ E with HevlIE = 1 and

lla (XV, eV) ev IIE --+ a,

and pick a function u E Cgo (Rn) with lIullL~ = 1. In this set-up we may essentially copy
Hörmander's praof. The idea is to consider the sequence {u v : v = 1,2, .. } ~ S (Rn, E)
defined by

and to show that
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In view of the fact that lIuvIIL:l(Rn,E) = 1, this proves (1).

The proof of (2) is similar after the following change. Define the operator Bon L2 (Rn, E)
by

Bu(x) = (211")-i f eix(a(x, ~)u(~) d~,

i.e. B = A 0 ;:-1. Since the Fourier transform is an isometric isomorphism, 11 B 11 = 11 All.
Let ß = lim supx_oo sUPe lIa(x, ~)lIc(E). Now pick a function u E C~ (Rn) with lIuIIL:l(Rn) =
1; then choose a sequence {(XV, ~V) : V = 1,2, ...} in Rn X Rn and a sequence {e v } in E
such that Ila (XV, ~V) evlIE --+ ßwhile IIev1IE = 1. Define the functions U v by

uv(~) = e-ixV((-C') Ixvl Tu ((~ - ~V) lxvI!) ev

and copy the proof of part (a) with the roles of XV and ~v reversed. This leads to the
inequality

so that IIAII = IIBII ~ ß·

The next result we will need concerns invertibility at the boundary symbol level.

3.13 Theorem. Let 9 E 8(-1,0),0, and suppose that for all (x', ~') E Rn-l X Rn-l

Then the operator

l-g(x',(,Dn ) : L2 (R+) --+ L2 (R+)

is invertible for all x', e', and there is a symbol k E 8(-1,0),0 with

(1 - g(x',(,Dn))-l = 1- k(x',e,Dn).

Here I am writing 1 for the identity boundary symbol operator. Clearly, the constant
0.1 is not optimal. Although the objective is different, the praof uses techniques of [18],
Proposition 3.2.1 and Theorem 3.2.3.

ProoL Step 1. The symbol 9 may be written

00

9 (x', e', ~n"'1n) = L Ckm(X', e') <Pk (~n, (e')) <Pm (7Jn, (e'))
k,m=O

with a sequence {Ckm} which is rapidly decreasing in Sc;o (Rn-I) with respect to k +m
("Laguerre function expansion"). This is an immediate generalization of the correspond
ing fact for the standard singular Green symbols, where the sequence {Ckm} is rapidly
decreasing in S~,O, cf. [18], section 2.2. The modified Laguerre functions Cf'k(', u) and their

1

Fourier transforms <p(t, u) = (;-) 2" (!:~Sl;I' k E Z, form COliplete orthonormal systems:

{Cf'k ; k = 0,1, ... } for L2(R+), {Cf'k : k = -1, -2, ...} for L2 (R_). Consequently, there is
an M E N such that
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Step 2. Let 91 = Lk+m>M Ckm CPk~m' Since the tPk are orthonormal, 1191 (x', e, Dn)11.c(L'l(R+)) ~

1191 (x',~', en, 1]n) IIL2(R'l) < 0.1, and 1 - 91 (x', e, Dn) is invertible on L2 (R+) for all x',~'.

Step 3. There is a symbol h E 8(-1,0),0 with

Clearly, h = L~1 91 (x', ~/, Dn)k. Let us check that the series converges not only in
.c(L2 (R+)) but also in the space of boundary symbol operators. Given the integral kernel
91(X',e,·,·) of 91(X',~',Dn), the integral kernel for 91(X',e', Dn)k is

fk (x',~',Xn,Yn) = 1. ... /. 91 (Xn,Wd91 (Wl,W2)' .... 91 (Wk-t,Yn) dWl ...dwk-t,
R+ R+

where I have omitted the arguments x', e under the integrals.
In order to prove the assertion, it suffices to show that for all fixed 0', ß, m, mir, r '

with a sequence dk = dk(O', ß, ffi, m', r, r') E (1.

This however, is an immediate consequence of the following facts:

(i) For arbitrary functions hj E L2(R+ x R+)

111 ···1 ht (x, Wt) h2 (Wt, W2) ..... hT (WT-t, y) dWt ...dwT-t L,
< 11 hili L2 . •.• . 1I hr 11 L2 •

%"'1 Wr-l ,5'

(ii) For a derivation 8 on a Banach algebra, 8(al ...ar) = Lj at ...8(aj) ...ar; in particular,
118 (ar )1l ::; lIall r

-
1 118(a)ll.

Step 4. Let 92 = 9 - 91· Then (1 - 9) (1 - 9d-1
=1 - 92 (1 - 91)-1=:1 - 9', omitting the

arguments (x', e, Dn ).

The image of 9'(x', e, Dn ) is contained in that of 92 (x', e, Dn ). This in turn is a sub
space of the span of tpo (', (e)) , ... ,tpM (', (f)), since 92(x',~', Dn ) has the integral kernel
Lk+m<M Ckm (x', e) tpk (x n , (f)) tpm (Yn, (ei)).
Now write, similarly as before,

00

9' {x', (, ~n, 1]n) - :E dkm{x', ()CPk (en, (e')) <Pm {11n, (f})
k,m=O

:E ... + :E ... -. g; (x', f, en, 1]n) +9~ (x', e, en,1]n) ,
k+m:5L k+m>L

where L is chosen such that (Lk+m>L Idkm{x', (')12
) t < 0.1.

Notice that dkm = 0 for k > M in view of the above consideration on the range. Moreover,
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with arguments (x', e, Dn ) omitted and g" E 8(-1,0),0 by the argument in Step 3. We have

rangeg"(x'. e. Dn } C range (E g~(x/, e, Dn ) g/(x', (, Dn })

C range g~ (x', (' , Dn) + range g' (x', f, Dn)

contained in the span of <Po (', (f)), ... , 'PM (', (f)). On the other hand, g;(x', e', Dn ) van
ishes on the span of {'Pj(', (~/) : j > L}, hence so does g"(x', f, Dn ).

Step 5. Let M' = max(L, M), and let U be thelinearspacespanned by {'Po (', (e'}) , .. ·,<PM' (', (e))}.
We may represent the operator g"(x', e', Dn ) as a matrix with respect to this basis

g"(x',f,Dn ),..., ((ekm(x',f)))

with entries ekm E SCO (Rn-I), 0 ~ k, m ~ M'. The identity

(1)

implies that 1-g"(x', f, Dn ) is invertible on L2 (R+) and that IIg"(x', e', Dn )IIC(L2(R,.» < ~

for all x', ~'. Since g"(x', ~', Dn ) vanishes on U1., (1 - g"(x', f, Dn ))-1 will also map U to
itself; it can be given as the operator associated with the inverse matrix to

(2)

on U and the identity on U.l... Moreover, the .c{L2 (R+)) norm of this inverse is bounded
on U, independent of x', e'. Hence all entries in the inverse matrix to (2) will be bounded
functions, and so will be its determinant. By Cramer's rule the inverse matrix has entries
in sao. Hence (1- g"(x', e', Dn ))-1 has the form 1-93(X', f, Dn ) with some 93 E 8(-1,0),0.

Together with identity (1) this yields the assertion.

Theorem 3.13 is a crucial step towards the proof of the following theorem.

3.14 Theorem. Let G = 0PG9 for some 9 E 8(-1,0),OJ and suppose that

IIGlIC(L2(X» < 0.1.

Then the operator I - G is invertible on L2(X)J and there is a symbol h E B(-I,O),O such
that (I - G)-1 = I - Op ah.

The constant 0.1 is not optimalj onee this theorem is proven, it follows [rom Lemma 3.8
that the same is true for IIGIIC(L2(x» < 1.

As apreparation for the proof of Theorem 3.14 we need the following observations.

3.15 Lemma. The Jollowing assertions are equivalent

(a) b E 8-00 ,°.
(b) Op Gb is an integral operator with a kerne! in S(X x X).

(c) Op Gb: S'(X) -. S{X) is continuous.
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Lemma 3.15 follows essentially from Theorem 2.10.

3.16 Lemma. The set {..\I + S: ..\ E C, S E Op GB-OO,O} is a \I1*-subalgebra 0/ .c(L'J(X)).

Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.11 that these operators form a unital symmetrie algebra
in .c(L'J(X)). The representation ),,1 + S is unique, and tbe symbol of S is uniquely
determined by Remark 3.11(c). So we can give tbe above set the topology induced from
the symbol space which is stronger than the operator topology and Frechet. Finally, the
spectral invariance in .c(L'J(X)) follows from the identity

in connection with 3.15.

The following lemma is a consequence of the asymptotic expansion formulae for the com
positions.

3.17 Lemma. Let 91, 9'J E 8(-1,0),0, and suppose that

Then

(I - 0 P G92) (I - 0 p G91) = I - 0 P G93

/or some 93 E 8(-2,-1),0.

3.18 Remark. Recall the following facts from the operator theory. For a proof see
Taylor, [60], Theorems 5.41-G, 5.5-E, 5.8-A. If A E J:.(E), E a Banach space, is of the
form A = I + S, S compact, then there is an r E No such that

= N (A T +1
) , n(AT

) = n (A T+1
) ,

= N (AT) EB R. (AT) ,

R(A T
) ~ R(AT

) bijective.

(1)

(2)
(3)

The spectrum of A is discrete with only accumulation point).. = 1. Let r be a small drele
about ..\ = -1 and

1 lr -1P = -2' ()..I - S) d)..;
7rl r

then

The range R (P) is finite-dimensional, since S is compact.

Let us now start with the proof of Theorem 3.14.

(4)

(5)

Step 1. By Theorem 3.12 in connection with Remark 3.11 there is a compact set K in
Rn-l x Rn-l such that
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for (x',f) r/:. K. Choose a function c.p = c.p(x',f) in er (Rn-l x Rn-I), equal to 1 on

K and with 0 ~ c.p:::; 1. Let 90(x',f,~n,7Jn) = c.p(x',e)9(x',f,en,7Jn), 91(X',f,~n,7Jn) =
(1 - c.p(x', e')) 9(X', e', en, 7Jn). Then 91 E B(-I,O),O, 90 E B-oo,o. Moreover, for all (x', e'),

1191(X',(,Dn)lIc(L2(ß.+)) ~ 11 - c.p(x',()11I9(X',(,Dn)!IC(L2(14)) ~ 0.1.

Step 2. By Theorem 3.13 there is a symbol 92 E 8(-1,0),0 with

(1-92(X',e',Dn))(1-91(X',~',Dn))= 1

so that
(I - Op G92) (1 - Op C91) = 1 + 0pC93

with a symbol 93 E B(-2,-I),0, using Lemma 3.17. The usual parametrix construction
yields a symbol h E B(-2,-1),0 with

(1 - Op Gh) (1 - Op C92) (1 - Op G9d - 1 E Op cB-oo,o.

Since 9 - 91 E 8-00,0, the relation remains true if we replace 91 by 9, i.e. there is a
k E B(-1,O),0 with

(I - Op G k) (1 - G) = 1 +S

for an S E Op cB-oo,o.

Step 3. Write B = 1 - Op ck, G = 1 - G. Then apply the construction in Remark
3.18 to A = BG. In view of the integral representation 3.18(4) in connection with 3.16,
P = )..I + S' for some S' E üPaB-oo,o. Since the range of P is finite-dimensional, ).. = 0;
in particular R(P) ~ S(X).

Step 4. Let us show that there is a relative inverse F to eP in üpcB-oo,o Le., there is an
operator F E OPaB-oo,o with FeP F = Fand GP FGP = CP:
Choose an orthonormal basis {eI, ... , ek} of n(p). Define fj = e P ej = Gej, j = 1, ... , k.
Since C = 1 - G: S(X) --Jo S(X) is continuous, fi E S(X). Moreover, they are linearly
independent, for C is bijective. So we can define F : L2(X) --Jo L2(X) by

F (li) = ej on span {lI, , fk}

F = 0 on span {lI, , Ik}.L .

It is easy to check that F has the desired properties.

Step 5. Let F' = PF. Then F' also is a relative inverse to CP. Moreover, for the number
r of 3.18

((BCr-1 B + F') C = 1 + T, (1)

where T E 0PaB-oo,o and 1 + T is invertible on L2(X):
Clearly, the fact that BC E 1+ 0PaB-oo,o and F' E Op B-oo,o implies that T also belongs
to this dass. Therefore I + T is a Fredholm operator of index zero. In order to check
its invertibility, assurne that there is an h E L2 (X) with (1 + T)h = O. Decomposing
h = hn + hr with hn E N(P), hr E n(p), one concludes from 3.18(3), (5) that h = O.

Step 6. Condusion: Since 1 - T is invertible, identity (1) and Lemma 3.16 give the
assertion.

The next theorem is similar to Theorem 3.12. The .difference is that we control the
operator norm only on the half-space X x Rn.
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3.19 Theorem. Let P = Opp E OpAo, G E OPaB(-l,O),O and lIP+ + GII.c(L:l(X)) = 1.
Then

limsup Ip(x, ()I :::; 1.
xEX,(x,e)-oo

(1)

The proof is rather lengthy, and I only give a sketch. The idea is the following. Let
d = limsup(x,{)_oo Ip(x,()1 on X x Rn. We consider two possible cases.

(i) There is a sequence (xll,e
ll

) with eil -+ 00 and Ip(XIl ,(II)1 -+ dj without loss of
generality we rnay assurne that p (XII, eil) -+ Q' with 101 = d.

(ii) There is a sequence (xll,ell
) with eil bounded, XII -+ 00 and p(xll,Cq -+ 0 with

10'1 = d. Without loss of generality we mayassume eil -+ eo ERn.

In view of (1) we may assume that d > O. More is true. Let e > 0 be arbitrary. Settling for
a sequence (XII, eil) with p(x ll

, eil) -+ ß and IßI ~ d-e, we may assume that x~ ~ c~ (XII)
for some c~ > O. This follows from the fact, that

In case (i), the assertion follows from a more elaborate version of the proof of 3.12: Choose
a function 0 #- u E e~(X), consider the sequence u ll = lelllTu«x - xll)lelll!)eixe~ and

show that jal :::; limIIP+uIlIlD2(x). For large v, u ll = 0 on {x: X n ~ ~c~(x)}. So we can
choose a function r.p E e~(R), r.p _ 1 near zero with

Now u ll converges weakly to zero, and G(I-r.p)( f:y) E OPaB-oo,o is compact, so Gull -+ O.

This allows us to conclude, similarly as befare, that d - e ~ IIP+ + GII.c(L:l(x»'

In case (ii) one may apply an idea of Grushin [23], proof of Theorem 3.3: Choose a
function 1/J E er (RP), 0 ~ 1/J ~ 1, with t/J (eO

) = 1. By Arzela-Ascoli, there is a
subsequence {X lllc

} of {Xli} and a r.p E er (Rn) such that p (X lllc , e) t/J (e) - <p(e) -+ 0 in
all derivatives. Clearly, r.p (f) = d. Moreover, there is auE er(X) with IjullL2(x) = 1
and 1lr.p(D)uIIL2(Rn) ~ d - e for arbitrary e > O. The idea then is to show that for
ull(x) = u (x - XII) we have IIP+r+t/J(D)uIlIIL2(x) ~ d - 2e for all v ~ vo. Since u ll weakly
tends to zero, and since, for large v, the support of U

V is contained in {x n ~ C (x)}, c > 0,
we obtain the assertion just as in (i).

The next theorem shows that the asymptotic behavior of the symbol determines how good
an operator can be approximated by regularizing operators.

3.20 Theorem. Let P+ E Op +SQÜ (R+) be a pseudodilJerential operator with a symbol
p defined on X x Rn, and assume thai

limsup jp(x,e)l ~ 1.
(x,e)-oo,xEX

Then ihere is

• a universal constant K, independent 01 p,
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- an extension pE SQ'J (Rn) 0/ p to Rn X Rn, and

- a regularizing operator R on Rn such that

(1)

In (1), P is the operator with the extended symbol. Obviously, p has the transmission
property whenever p does.

The proof of 3.20 will be prepared by the following lemmata.

3.21 Lemma. (a) There is an N E N and a constant Ccv such that JOT all q E
SO (Rn X Rn)

0,0

Remember the notation q~ß] = DeDeq·
(b) Let q E sec (Rn) with Iq(x,~)1 ~ 1 for all lxi + lei ~ M. Then there is a /unction
'P E Ccf(Rn), 0 ~ c.p ~ 1, and a combinatorial constant Ccom such that

11(1 - cp)(x) Op q(1- 'P)(D)lIC(L2(Rn)) ~ CcomCCV (1)

Proof. (a) is Calderon and Vaillancourt's theorem.
(b) Choose a function c.p with 'P =1 on a set {lxi ~ M'} satisfying ID~c.p(x)1 ~ 1
for all lai ~ N; N is the number in (a). Applying (a) to the symbol r(x,~) = (1 
'P)(x) q(x, ~) (1 - 'P) ((), we can estimate the norm on the left hand side of (1) by finitely
many derivatives of r.

Now Iq(x,~)1 ~ 1 for lxi + lei? M, and for (a,ß) '# (0,0), the SO estimates imply

that Iq~ß](x,()I ~ 1 for large lxI and 1(1· For large M', we thus have Ir~ß~(x, ()I ~ Ccom

for a combinatorial constant arising from the binomial coefficients in Leibniz' rule for
derivatives of r.

A direct calculation in oscillatory integrals shows the lemma, below.

3.22 Lemma. For p E SQ'J (Rn),

Op p = :F-10p q:F + :F-10p r:F

with q(x, e) = p(-e, x) E SCO (Rn), and suitable r E SO(-I,-I) (Rn) .

Finally, the following is a result of Hörmander [25], proof of Theorem 3.3.

3.23 Lemma. Let q E Sf.o (Rn x Rn), and suppose that q( x, e) = 0 for all x outside a
compact set. Then for every e > 0 there is a symbol r(x, e) E Co (Rn X Rn) with
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Now the proof of Theorem 3.20 is easy. There is an extension pof p satisfying

limsup Ip(x,~)1 < CII ,

(x,{}-oo

with a universal constant C., cf. 2.3. Let P = Op j1. By Lemma 3.21{b) there is a
compactly supported <p with

(1)

Now write

P - <p{x) P<p(D) +<p(x)P(1 - <p)(D) +
(1 - <p){x) P<p(D) + (1 - 'P)(x) F(I - <p)(D)

- PI + P2 + P3 + P4

with the obvious notation. Then the assertion follows from (i) - (iv), below.

(i) PI is regularizing.

(ii) P'l has the symbol <p(x)j1(x,~)(1 - <p)(~). By Lemma 3.23, there is a compactly
supported r'l with

IIP2 - Opr211J.:(L2(Rn)) ~ CII •

(iii) P3 has the symbol (I - 'P)(x )j1(x, ~)<p(~). By 3.22, :FP3:F- I = Op q+ Op r with

q(x,~) = (1 - <p)(-~)ß(-~,x)'P(x),

and r E SG(-I,-1) (Rn). Applying Lemma 3.23 to q, we obtain a compactly sup
ported symbol r31 with

110pq - Op r 3dlJ.:(L2(Rn)) < C II •

By Calderon and Vaillancourt's theorem 3.21{a) we find a compactly supported
symbol r32 with

110pr - Op r3211C(L2(Rn)) < 1.

Let T3 = r31 +r32, R3 = :F- 1Op r 3 :F. Then R3 is regularizing, and 11 P3 - R3 11C(L:l(Rn)) ~
C. + 1, since :F is an isometry.

(iv) From (I) we know that IIP411C(L2(Rn)) ~ CComCCVCII.

We get the following corollary

3.24 Corollary. There is a universal constant C > 0 such that for all operators P+ +
G E C with lIP+ +GIIC(L:l(Rn)) < 1 we can find P' E Op AO, G' E Op CB(-l,O),O with

P+ +G = P~ +G', IIp'IIC((Rn)) ~ C, and IIG'IIC((Rn)) ~ c.
Proof. This is immediate from 3.19, 3.20 and the fact that if R is a regularizing pseu
dodifferential operator, then R+ also is a regularizing singular Green operator, cf. 2.10.

As a further step towards the proof of the spectral invariance of the algebra C we have
the following lemma.
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3.25 Proposition. Suppose P E Op AO is a pseudodiJferential operator with II P II.c(L2(Rn)) <
0.01. Then I - P+ is invertible in .c(L2 (X))J and

(1 - P+)-1 = 1 - (p~ +G') ,

where P' E OpAo
J

G' E OpCB(-I,O),O.

Proof. 1 - P is invertible on L2 (Rn). By Theorem 3.7, there is a Q E Op sao with
(1 - Q) = (1 - P)-I. In particular, 1 - Q also is a parametrix to 1 - P, so Q has the
transmission property, and Q E Op AO. Now

where L = L(1 - Q, I - P) is the singular Green left-over term. Clearly,

IILIIc(L2(X») < IIQIIc(L2(Rn)) + IlP IIC(L2(Rn)) + IIPIIC(L2(Rn))IIQIIC(L2(Rn))
< 0.1.

By Theorem 3.14, (I -L)-1 = (1- H) for some HE 0pGB(-l,O),O. This gives the desired
result, since (1 - L)-1 (1 - Q)+(1 - P+) = 1.

3.26 Conclusion. Suppose P++G E C, and IIP+ + GII is small in .c(L2 (X)). Find small
representatives P', G' according to 3.24. Then

(1)

By 3.25, 1+ P~ has an inverse in C. Consequently, (1 - p~) -I G' is a singular Green
operator of small norm. By Theorem 3.14, also the second factor in (1) is invertible in C.
Hence C is spectrally invariant.

The Manifold Case: The spectral invariance result also holds for general SC manifolds
with boundary:

3.27 Theorem. Let (O,X, Y,g) be SC-compatible, E,F fixed SG-bundles over 0, Y,
respectively. Then the algebra Q 0/ Green operators 0/ order and type zero is a \l1 *
subalgebra 0/ .c(H), where H = HO(X, E) ffi H(-t,O)(y, F).

Again we shall break up the proof into aseries of smaller results.

3.28 Remark. With the definitions in 2.16 and Theorem 2.17 9 is a unital symmetrie
algebra in .c(H). We ean introduee a Freehet topology for 9 starting from the half-space
situation. Again, this topology is stronger than the operator topology of .c( H).
We therefore only have to prove the spectral invariance in .c(H). By Lemma 3.8 we may
confine ourselves to showing that for some f > 0

(I - A)-I E Q,

provided IIAllc(H) < f.
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The lemma, below, is a simple consequence of the characterization of the regularizing
Green operators of type zero via rapidly decreasing kernel sections.

3.29 Lemma. A is a regularizing Green operator in Q if and only if A has a continuous
extension A : S'(X, E) ffi S'(Y, F) ~ S(X, E) ffi S(Y, F). If A is regularizing and I - A
is invertible in I:,(H), then (I - A)-1 = I + A + A(I - A)-l A = I - A' for a regularizing
A' E Q.

3.30 Lemma. Let A E 9 J and let if>, t/J be Sc;o -functions supported in a single cooroinate
neighborhood. Then if>At/J induces a Green operator (if>At/J). on the half-space by

(if>At/J)./ = [(4)At/J)(/ 0 K)) 0 1'-1, (1)

where K is the coordinate homeomorphism from the manifold to Euclidean space. Suppose
that jor th e corresponding operator norm on Euclidean space we have 11 (4> A 1/').11 < 1.
Then 1 - if>At/J is invertible, and (I - 4>A1/')-1 E Q.

Proof. Write (4)At/J). = 4>.A.t/J. with a Green operator A. on Euclidean space. Since
I + <P.A.t/J. is invertiblej its inverse by 3.26 is a Green operator of order and type zero on
Ri.. The identity

implies that the inverse is of thc form I + 4>.B.1/'. with a Green operator B. of order and
type zero.
Let if>Bt/J be the corresponding operator in 1:,(H) induced via the coordinate maps. It is
easily checked that I + <pEt/; is the inverse to I + 4>At/;.

This allows us to obtain the spectral invariance also for the manifold case.

3.31 Conclusion in the Manifold Case. Choose an SC-partition of unity {if>1, ... ,<PJ}
and cut-off functions {t/J1,"" t/JJ} subordinate to the cover {01"'" OJ} as in 1.7(a).
Then write for sufficiently small A:

We have 1- if>1 A = (I - if>1 A1/Jd( I - (I - 4>1 A1/Jd-1<Pl A(I - t/;l))' Both factors are invertible
within the calculus by 3.29 and 3.30 provided IIAIlC<H) is small; note that 4>IA(I - t/;d is
regularizing. Induction over J gives the assertion.
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4 Applications: Fredholm Criteria, Functional Cal
culus, and the Case of Compact Manifolds

Throughout this section let E, F be SG-bundles over X and Y, respectively, and let
9 be the algebra of Green operators of order and type zero on the Hilbert space H =
HO(X, E) E9 H(-!'O)(y, F). The first theorem concerns the existence of reductions of the
order in the calculus.

4.1 Theorem. Let E be an SG-vector bundle over X. For every mEZ x R there is a
family {Je (p) : pER} 0/ pseudodifferential operators such that for all 8 E R x R,81 >

1
-2'

is invertible for [arge p.

The proof uses ideas of Shubin {59], Rempel and Schulze {37], {38] and Grubb {l9]. Again,
it is split up into several steps.

Step 1. Preparation. Without loss of generality we can assume that the bundle E is trivial
one-dimensional and that m2 = 0, ml = mEZ. The former is due to the locality of the
construction, while the latter is a consequence of the fact that multiplication with powers
of (x) - or rather a global version of it - has the desired properties. As we shall see, we
may even confine ourselfves to the construction for m = 1. With this we shall start. So
in the following, m = 1.
Pick coordinates as in 2.15. Fix a function X as in 2.13 and choose a function T E
CQ'(R),O ~ f ~ 1, equal to 1 on (-~,~] and vanishing outside [-~'5]' Let r(x) =
f(x n / (x')).
Step 2. We now choose symbols in the local coordinate charts on Euclidean space. For a
boundary chart Oj pick the symbol

(1)

for an interior chart take
(2)

Like in 2.13, a ::> 0 is a parameter to be chosen later on. We then use a partition of
unity{ tPj} ancl cut-off functions {1/'j} as in 1.7 and define the operator R_ (f-l) on CQ'(O)
by

J

R_(/-l) = E[1/'jÜp ajtPj].,
j;;:1

where the asterisk indicates that the operators are given via the transport by the coordi
nate functions, cf. 3.30(1).
Step 3. The above symbols are parameter-dependent in a strong sense. They satisfy the
relations

(3)
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so Jl plays the role of an additional covariable. Consequently, also the local symbols rj of
R_ (Jl) - where we have to take into account the effects of the symbols induced from other
coordinate neighborhoods via the changes of coordinates - will satisfy these relations.
Moreover, by making the parameter a large, we may achieve that rj(x,~, Jl) is invertible,
and

(4)

Step 4. The estimates (4) and (5) allow us to construct a parameter-dependent parametrix
following Seeley {56] - for details cL e.g. [42], section 2.3. For sufficiently large Jl,
R_(Jl) : H~(n) -t H~-(I.O)(O)will be invertible, independent of s. Applying 3.7, its inverse
R:I (Jl) is a pseudodifferential operator with a symbol in SG(-I,O)(O), even in A(-I,O), since
R: l (JL) also is a parametrix to R_(Jl). Moreover, also for R:I(Jl) tbe parameter Jl plays
the role of an additional covariable.

Step 5. Tbe symbols in (2) belong to H- as functions of ~n. Therefore the local symbols of
R_ (p.) are H- functions of ~n, U p to perturbations that are regularizing in x, e, and Jl. Also
the symbol of R: I (Jl) will be given by local symbols that are H- functions of ~n, up to
regularizing perturbations. This follows from the parametrix construction in connection
with the fact that also r;l(x,~, Jl) is an H- function modulo regularizing perturbations.
In view of the calculus, this implies that the singular Green symbol of L(R:I(Jl), Rk(Jl))
is regularizing with Jl in the role of an additional covariable. In particular,

Thus R~l(p.)+ : H~(X) -+ HS±(l,O)(X) is invertible for large Jl, provided SI > -t.
Moreover, [R_ (Jl )+]2 == [R: (Jl )]+ modulo regulari zing operators. By iterat ion we get the
assertion.

The first application is the theorem, below.

4.2 Theorem. Let A E g. Then A : H ---7 H is a Fredholm operator iff it is elliptic.

By 2.19, ellipticity implies the Fredholm property, so we only have to prove the converse.
We shall need the following two lemmata.

4.3 Lemma. Suppose B E Q, and B : H -+ H has finite-dimensional range. Then B is
a regularizing Green operator 01 type zero.

Proof of 4.3. Let S = S(X, E) E9 S(Y, F). B : S -+ S is continuous, and S is dense in H,
so BS is dense in the finite-dimensional space BH. Hence both are equal, im B ~ S, and
we may write Bf = 'L(f, uj)fj for suitable Uj E H, and orthonormal fj E S. Considering
B* we conclude that B is an int.egral operator with a kernel density in S 0afg S.

4.4 Lemma. (cf. [14], Bemerkung 5.7) Suppose A E Q, and A : H -+ H is Fredholm.
Then there are R l , R 2 E 9 such that

are operators 0/ finite rank in 9.

and
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Proof of 4.4. Since A : H -+ H is a Fredholm operator on a Hilbert space, the projections
PI onto its kernel and P2 onto the kernel of A'" can both be given in terms of resolvent
integrals. The '11"'-property implies that both are elements in 9. Then R1 = (PI +
A'" A)-l A'" and R2 = A"'(P2 +AA"')-l are the desired operators.

Now the proof of Theorem 4.2 is simple: Let Rh R2 , Fh F1 be the operators as in Lemma
4.4. First consider the pseudodifferential parts of A, Rb and R2 • Denote them by P, PI,
and P2 , respectively. By 4.3 and 4.4(1)

are singular Green operators. Applying 3.19 to 0 = (PP1 )+ -1 - GI and 0 = (P2P)+ -1 
C2 , any pseudodifferential symbol of P PI -1 and P2 P -1 is small for large lxi + 1~1, x E X.
Hence the symbol p(x,~) of P is invertible for large IxJ + I~l, and p(x, ~)-1 is bounded.
The argument for the boundary symbol operators is even easier. Choose cut-off functions
</J, 0, 1/1 E SCO(O) supported in the usual collar neighborhood of Y, and suppose that

Denote by a, rb r2, /1, /2 the boundary symbols for A, Rh R2, Fl, F2, respectively, defined
in this neighborhood. By 4.4 in connection with the calculus,

cl>R1tP AO - <pI = cPF10 +SI,
1/1AOR2 <P - <pI = 1/lF2cP + S2,

where Sb S2 are regularizing of type zero. Let =denote equivalence of boundary symbol
operators of order and type zero modulo symbols of order ~ (-1, -1) and type zero.
Then

o - cP r 1 tP a 0 - cl>1, and

o - 1/l aBr24>- 4>1,

so that ,paB has a left and right inverse modulo lower order terms.

4.5 Theorem. Let A be a Green operator 0/ order mEZ x Rand type d ~ max{m1, O},
and let E and F be SC-bundles over X and Y, respectively. Suppose

HIJ(X,E)
A: EB -+

HIJ-(~,O)(X,F)

HIJ-m(X,E)
ffi

HIJ-m-(t,o)(X, F)
(1)

is invertible for some s E No x R, SI ~ m1.

Then the inverse A -1 is again a Green operator. lts order is -m, its type apriori lS

max{sl - m1, O}.

Proof. Use the pseudodifferential reduction of the order constructed in Theorem 4.1 to
find pseudodifferential isomorphisms
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and
R;-m : HIl-m(X, E) EB HIl-m-(t,O)(X, F) ~ L2 (X, E) EB H-(~'O)(X, F)

of orders -8 and s - m, respectively. Consider B = R;-m AR}.!!. B is invertible on
L2 (X, E) EB H-(!'O)(X, F). Moreover, it is an invertible Green operator of order and type
zero. By Theorem 3.27 also its inverse, C, is of order and type zero. Hence A -1 =
R}~CR~-m is of order -ffi and type ma.x{sl - ffil,O}.

4.6 Corollary. Let A and 8 be as in 4.5. Then

HIl'(X,E)
A: E9

H~'-(t,O)(X, F)

HIlI-m(X,E)
~ E9

HIlI-m-(~,o)(X, F)
(1)

is invertible for all s' E R 2 with s~ ~ 81.

In particular: If A is of order and type zero and invertible on HO(X, E) ffi H-(!'O)(y, F)
then A is invertible on HU(X, E) ffi Hcr-(~,O)(y, F) for all u E R2, l71 > -t.
Proof. The above inverse yields a bounded operator from HIl'-m(x, E)E9H"'-m-(~,O)(y,F)
to H'" (X, E) E9 HIlI_(~,O)(y, F) which inverts A on this space.

4.7 Corollary. Let A be of order and type zero. Suppose that for some u E No x Z, A
is invertible on HC1(X, E) EB Hcr-(t,O)(y, F), and that A is additionally elliptic. Then A is
invertible on H"(X, E) ffi H"-(~'O)(y, F) for all s E R2, SI > -~.

By 4.6 it is sufficient to show invertibility on H = HO(X, E) E9 H-(t,O)(y, F). In view of
the ellipticity, A is a Fredholm operator on H. Applying the parametrix, we see that the
kernel of A is a subspace of S = S(X, E) ffi S(Y, F). Since it is trivial on H"(X, E) ffi
H"-( t,O)(y, F), it is also trivial on H.
On the other hand suppose that there is an °#- fEH, which is orthogonal to 'R.(A).
Then f belongs to the kernel of the H -adjoint A'" of A, which also is elliptic. Hence
fES, so 0 #- f belongs to H"(X, E) EB H.!!-(t,O)(y, F) hut not to the range of A which is
impossible.

4.8 Theorem. Let A be a Green operator 0/ order mEZ x Rand type d ~ max{mt, O},
and let E and F be BG-bundles over X and Y, respeetively. Suppose

HIl(X, E)
A: EB

H"-(~'O)(X, F)

H,,-m(X,E)
~ EB

H,,-m-(t.o)(X, F)
(1)

is invertiblefors E No X R,SI = max{ml,O}.
Then there is a parametrix B 0/ order -m and type max{ -mb O} to A. In partieu/ar, A
is elliptic.

The proof is the same as that of 4.5, except that now we use 4.2 instead of the spectral
lnvanance.
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4.9 Theorem. There is a holomorphic functional calculus for the elements in 9 tn
several complex variables.

Praof. Given k commuting elements Al, . .. ,Ak E 9, choose Aas a maximal commutative
subalgebra of 9 containing I, Ab' .. , Ak • Q is a W*-subalgebra of .c(H), thus has an open
group of invertible elements. As a dosed subalgebra of g, A is Frechet with an open group
of invertible elements. Hence inversion is continuous, cf. Waelbroeck [66]. Again by [66],
VI, Proposition 4, there is a functional calculus for the holomorphic functions on the joint
spectrum of Ab" ., A k in A with values in A ~ g.

4.10 Remark. Using methods of Gramsch [14], [28], it can be shown that also the
holomorphic functional calculus of J.L. Taylor [61] is applicable.

4.11 Corollary. (a) On a eompact manifold with boundary, the algebra 9 coincides
with the algebra of elements of order and type zero in Bautet de Monvel's algebra for
symbols based on the Hörmander dass Sr.o. The notion of SG-vector bundles reduces to
usual bundles; Ha(x, E), Ha(y, F), s E R 2 , eoineide with HaI (X, E), Hai (Y, F).
In this situation, Theorem 4.9 not only gives an extension of G. Grubb's theorem on
funetional ealculus [18], Theorem 3.4.4 to several complex variables. Even in the ease of
one variable only, one obtains a stronger result, since in Theorem 4.9 we have no restrietion
on the choice of the paths, cf. [18], p. 356f.
(b) The classical elements in Boutet de Monvel's algebra on a compact manifolds are those
where all symbols have asymptotic expansions into homogeneous terms in the respective
c1asses ('polyhomogeneous'). Denote the corresponding algebra of dassical elements of
order and type zero by Qd. It is then a eonsequenee of 3.27 and the calculus that gcl is a
\l1*-subalgebra of .c(H), too, for details see the proof, below.
This also gives a functional calculus for the elements of gcl. In the case of one variable,
ane recovers G. Grubb's result [18], Theorem 3.4.4. For Qcl, spectral invariance was shown
earlier by H.-W. Schulze [52] using different methods.

Proof. Clearly, Qcl is unital and symmetrie. Fallowing an idea of Guillemin [24], Schulze
[52] showed how gcI can be endowed with a Frechet topology. Now suppose that A E gcl
is invertible. Since Qd ~ Q there is an inverse B to A in g. In particular, A is elliptic in
the sense of 2.18. On a eompact manifold, this notion eoincides with the standard notion
of ellipticity for dassieal operators (see e.g. Rempel and Schulze [37], Seetion 3.1.1,
Definition 1), for both notions are equivalent to the Fredholm property, cf. Theorem 4.2
here and [37], 3.1.1.1, Theorems 2' and 7. This implies the existence of a parametrix
in gcl, cf. [37], Section 3.1.1.1, Theorem 2. On the ather hand, this operator also is a
parametrix in g) and two parametrices differ only by an operators which is regularizing
of type zero. Those, however, belong to gcl. Therefore B E gcl, and gd is spectrally
invariant.
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